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Geometric considerations of the evolution of magnetic flux ropes
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We use flux conservation and magnetohydrodynamics~MHD! theory to discuss essential differences in the
nature of the evolution of two analytical solutions describing magnetic flux tubes evolving in time. The first of
these maintains the elongation of the tube, while the second maintains a constant angular extension with
respect to a possible pointlike source. In the first case, free expansion of the plasma~densityN! occurs only in
a direction perpendicular to the flux-tubex axis. In the second case, isotropic evolution is considered. In both
cases it is assumed that at initial timet0 the flux-tubeB field is the force-free magnetostatic Lundquist solution,
which energetically corresponds to the most stable state for any flux-tube structure. We show that for each case
conservation of magnetic flux is enough to establish the scaling with time of theB field. While both expansions
may correspond to the evolution of observed flux tubes in the heliosphere, the isotropic expansion appears to
capture consistently essential features associated with the actual observations of expanding coronal mass
ejections within 30 solar radii. For isotropic expansion of the plasma the force-free nature of theB field is
preserved for all time. As an example the MHD solutions are applied to an interplanetary magnetic cloud
observed with the spacecraft Wind, which passed Earth’s vicinity on June 2, 1998.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.036405 PACS number~s!: 95.30.Qd, 52.30.Cv, 96.50.Bh
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the vicinity of Earth, the relatively frequent occu
rences of convected solar wind regions with low protonb in
good causal connection with solar coronal mass eject
~CMEs! with durations from many hours to a few days ea
lier at the Sun~see, e.g., Refs.@1#, @2#! has been well docu
mented.~In plasma physicsb is the ratio of the plasma ki
netic to magnetic-field energy densities.! A major effort has
been devoted to the study of CME evolution through mod
ing and numerical solutions of the related magnetohydro
namics~MHD! equations@3,4,5,6#. Frequently, these CME
solar wind counterpart regions~ejecta! are amenable to iden
tification as force-free flux tubes,@7# i.e., interplanetary mag
netic clouds~IMC! @1,2#. ~These flux tubes show increasin
magnetic-field pitch angle as we probe plasma farther a
from the axis of the tube. They are identified as flux ropes
heliospheric physics and we use this common terminol
from here on.! These are transient, noncorotating, convec
structures, moving as a whole away from the sun at a sp
greater than 300 km s21, about 3 times the Alfve´n speedVA

(5B/AN), while expanding at;1
2 VA or less. The literature

on the subject has been presented in its historical perspe
and current understanding~see Refs.@8#, @9# and references
therein!. Recently, some of the main characteristics of fl
ropes have been recreated in the laboratory@10#. Some inter-
planetary flux ropes also appear to be related to the m
extreme geomagnetic disturbances~see, e.g., ‘‘bastille day’’
Sun-Earth connection, Ref.@11#!. Force-free magnetic-field
structures have also been identified as stable magne
plasma entities of astrophysical interest@12,13#. General
conditions for their evolution have been analyzed@14#. In the
case of an expanding flux rope, Suess@15# argued for buoy-
ancy to explain the expansion process as the rope m
from a denser location near the Sun to the more tenu
1063-651X/2003/67~3!/036405~8!/$20.00 67 0364
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regions of outer space. In this work, we consider the cas

V~X,t !5~r/t !er , ~1a!

V~X,t !5~r/t !er1~x/t !ex , ~1b!

i.e., the free expansionof an initially force-free, magneto-
static, Lundquist tube@16#, whereV(X,t) is the velocity of a
specific element of plasma at locationX (5rer1xex) in the
flux rope,ex ander are the unit vector along and perpendic
lar to the observed flux-rope axis. Equations~1a! and ~1b!
are special cases of two-dimensional evolution conditio
andt is the current time, equal to the addition of an arbitra
initial time t0 plus the elapsed time intervalDt, i.e., t5t0
1Dt. These free expansion Ansa¨tze appear common to
ejecta observed in the interplanetary medium, as sugge
by the solar wind velocity measured at different plasma
cations inside the ejecta region, and their relationship to
time of lift-off at the Sun@17#. Equation~1a! and more gen-
eral velocity laws with only a radial component have be
discussed in several articles@18,19#, and an example consis
tent with Eq.~1a! is given of the rope’s magnetic-field evo
lution in the range;0.3–5.0 AU~see, e.g., Refs.@20#, @21#!.
Figure~1a! presents a sketch of this evolution with timet. In
contradistinction with Eq.~1a! Kumar and Rust@9# discuss
the role of an expansion in radius and elongation of a co
plex curvilinear flux rope. In our analysis this corresponds
Eq. ~1b!. Equation~1b! adds stretching along the axis to th
radial expansion of Eq.~1a!. Evolution of a flux-rope char-
acterized by Eq.~1b! is consistent with the example in plat
I by Hundhausen@22# and in most LASCO/SOHO corono
graph image observations of limb CMEs@23#. It is likely that
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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this isotropic expansion law is consistent in many cases w
the expansion of magnetic clouds, at further distances f
the Sun@23–25#.

Magnetic flux conservation arguments are presented
Sec. II, a full MHD analysis is discussed in Sec. III, a
example of one point observation and analysis of a flux r
in an interplanetary magnetic cloud time interval is presen
in Sec. IV, and conclusions are drawn in Sec. V.

II. CONSIDERATIONS ON MAGNETIC
FLUX CONSERVATION

In the following discussion, we will neglect the curvatu
of the magnetic flux rope, as is indicated in the sketc
presented in Fig. 1.~Here, we limit ourselves to make loca
predictions. Note that in the large scale, curvature is assu
to be present.! Under this simplifying assumption the rope
a right cylinder of circular cross section with radiusR(t0) at
time t0 . We next assume that at timet0 , we have a minimum
energy force-free flux-rope structure@12,18#, hence, J
5aB, whereB is the magnetic field,J is theB-field aligned
current, anda is a proportionality function of time. The cor
responding expression of theB field for the cylindrical shape
is

B5B0@Hg~ t0!J1„a~ t0!r…ef1 f ~ t0!J0„a~ t0!r…ex#, ~2!

FIG. 1. View from the side of a flux rope at timest0 and t,
assumed to have emanated from sourceS ~e.g., the sun! at time t
50. Shaded area indicates regions assumed to have negligible
vature. The arrow in the top panel indicates the direction of
convection velocityVC of the tube.~a! A sketch, in arbitrary units,
of the instantaneous shapes of a flux rope at timest0 and t for
evolution R(t) only, Eq. ~1!, no expansion in elongation@L(t)
5L0#. ~b! Same as~a! but for a flux rope that expands, i.e., evolv
in time changing both in radiusR(t) and elongationL(t) spanning
a constant angleu.
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with time evolution functionsf (t) andg(t) equal to one at
t0 . Thus, we have componentsBf(t0) @5HB0J1„a(t0)r…#
and Bx(t0) @5B0J0„a(t0)r…#, whereH561 is the rope’s
handedness,B0 constant, andJi are thei 50,1 order Bessel
functions of the first kind@16#. We use a coordinate system
with r andx directed, respectively, perpendicular and alo
its main axis and its origin rigidly attached to the center
the tube~see Fig. 2!.

A flux rope of radial extensionR(t), to the point where
the axial magnetic field is zero implies thata52.4048/R
~Table 9.5 in p. 409 in Ref.@26#!. The quantitya which is
inverse toR(t), is in this way explicitly dependent on timet.
Use of the conservation of magnetic flux suffices to obta
from Eq. ~2!, the evolution of the flux rope magnetic fiel
with time. Integrating the flux components between 0 andR,
and2L/2 andL/2 gives

Ff5HB0g~ t !E
0

RE
2L/2

L/2

J1~ar!dr dx

5@HB0g~ t !/a#L@12J0~aR!#, ~3a!

and

Fx5B0f ~ t !E
0

RE
0

2p

J0~ar!r dr df

5@B0f ~ t !/a2#~2p!/@aRJ1~aR!#. ~3b!

Hence, Eqs. ~3! give Ff5H0.4158B0g(t)RL and Fx
51.3564B0f (t)R2.

ur-
e

FIG. 2. Cylindrical representation, at timet0 , of an ideal force-
free magnetic flux rope in terms of a nested set of magnetic-fi
lines ~dashed and dotted! of various pitches growing more severe
inclined as they depart from the rope’s axis.B0 is the magnetic-field
strength on the axis, andR0 is the radius of the rope.X is the
displacement vector from the origin~on the axis! to the plasma
point P in terms of the coordinates (r,x), wherex is parallel to the
axis andr is the radial coordinate. The solid oval at the top rep
sents the cross section of the outer boundary of the rope.
5-2
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GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS OF THE EVOLUTION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 036405 ~2003!
When only free radial expansion occurs, Eq.~1a!, the ra-
dius of the flux rope grows at timet to be R(t)5R(t0)t/t0

@R(t0)[R0#. The flux-rope elongation does not grow, i.e
L(t)5L(t0) ([L0), hence, we findg(t)5t0 /t, and f (t)
5t0

2/t2, and we obtain

B5HB0~ t0 /t !J1„a~ t !r…ef1B0~ t0 /t !2J0„a~ t !r…ex .
~4!

Then it is easy to check that Maxwell equationJ5“

3B givesJiB ~force-free condition! only at timet5t0 @19#.
Hence, the geometry of the expansion imposes a solu
that starts force-free but evolves away from it with timet
.t0 . As shown in Sec. III, this implied solution to theB
field is an approximate solution to the ideal MHD equatio

In the case of the expansion in radius and elongation
Eq. ~1b!, L(t)5L0 t/t0 @similar toR(t)5R(t0)t/t0] with the
result that@11# g(t)5 f (t)5t0

2/t2, therefore, in this case,

B5B0~ t0 /t !2@HJ1„a~ t !r…ef1J0„a~ t !r…ex#, ~5!

at t>t0 . This is the necessary time evolution for the poloid
and axial fields for force-free evolution of theB field to be
possible.

Of equal interest are the density and pressure scaling
time. In the case of the density, we may assume mass
servation and plasma uniformly distributed over the wh
volume of the flux rope. Thus, the scaling of density w
time, i.e., particle number per volume~N!, is proportional to
the inverse of the volume (v) of the magnetic flux rope, and
the following proportionality in time holds,N(t)v(t)
5N(t0)v(t0), i.e.,

N~ t !5N~ t0!R0
2L0 /R2L5N~ t0!@ t0 /t#n, ~6!

with n52 for radial expansion only, Eq.~1a!, andn53 in
case of expansion on radius and elongation, Eq.~1b!. Pres-
sure scaling for an isothermal expansion of this dilute ga
thenP(t)5P0@ t0 /t#n, where, in general, for a gas with poly
tropic indexg

P~ t !5P~ t0!@ t0 /t#ng. ~7!

@We should mention here that other density~N! distributions
can be successfully employed.# The evolutions of the mag
netic flux-rope parameters with time are synthesized
Fig. 3.

III. SELF-CONSISTENT MHD SOLUTIONS

Next we apply the MHD equations to the vector fieldsV,
B, J, and scalar fieldsN, P. In case of radial expansion only
after enteringV, B, N, P @Eqs.~1a! and~4!, and casen52 in
Eqs.~6! and ~7!# in the momentum equation,

N] tV1N~V•“ !V51~J3B!2“P, ~8!

we find that the left hand side is identically zero, while t
right hand side in Eq.~8! is given byJ3B5@(“3B)3B#
52B0

2/R0J1„a(t)r…J0„a(t)r…@(t0 /t)32(t0 /t)5#er and
2“P. Hence, 2“P has to be equal toJ3B. In the
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asymptotic limit for timest@t0 , when J3B'0, the cold
plasma condition can be used. For this asymptotic limit E
~1a!, ~4!, ~6!, and~7! are solution of the momentum equatio
~Under more general considerations, in Ref.@27#, the exact
time evolution has been shown numerically, with the res
that expansion occurs forg,1, and that in its asymptotic
limit the free expansion corresponds to the case when
value ofg is 1

2 for t@t0 .)

“•B50 ~9!

is satisfied becauseB, Eq. ~4!, is only dependent ont andr,
and has component zero alonger . The free expansion with
V, andN(t), casen52, in Eqs.~1a! and ~6!, satisfy identi-
cally the mass conservation condition

] tN1“•~NV!50. ~10!

The Faraday equation] tB5“3E in the ideal MHD limit
(E5V3B) is equivalent to the flux conservation conditio
of Eq. ~3!. This allows solving in straightforward manner fo
the magnetic vector potentialA, i.e.,

] tA5V3B1“F. ~11!

FIG. 3. ~a! Time evolution betweent0 and 2t0 of the magnetic
flux rope’s dimensionless length ratiosR/R0 andL/L0 , scaled with
a factor 10.~b! Time evolutions, relative to theirt0 values atany
plasma location in the flux rope, of the plasma densityN and the
magnitudes of the magnetic~B! and current~J! fields. Thin, thick
solid lines correspond to the expansion of Eqs. 1~a! and 1~b!, re-
spectively.
5-3
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Because there are no free charges,“•A50 is required@28#.
In the case of expansion only perpendicular to thex axis of
the rope, the component (V3B)r is zero, and a consisten
choice isF50. Direct integration at fixedX of Eq. ~11!
gives

A~r,t !5B0R0@ t0 /tJ1„a~ t !r…ef1HJ0„a~ t !r…ex#,
~12!

and applyingB5“3A, we recover thenon-force-freemag-
netic field of Eq.~4!. Finally the energy equation of the mag
netized gas can be written as

N ] t«1P“•V1NV•“«5J•E, ~13!

where« is the gas thermal energy. In the non-force-free ca
Eq. ~1a!, Joule heating (*V(R)J•EdV) is present, and its
value scales with (1/t)@12(t0

2/t2)#/@(t0
2/t2)10.12#. Often,

in spacephysics and astrophysicst0>32 h can be used an
for this value oft0 the Joule heating will be at any time les
than 0.0013% of the magnetic-field energy. Fort@t0 it is
possible to use the assumption“P50, which gives the tem-
poral dependence onP of Eq. ~7!, for n52, as our
asymptotic solution to Eq.~13!, while a more general solu
tion can be found@27#.

In the case ofisotropicexpansion of the plasma we prov
the MHD Eqs.~8!–~11!, and~13! with V, andB in Eqs.~1b!
and ~5!, and N and P, for n53, in Eqs.~6! and ~7!. It is
straightforward to show that they are exact solution of
MHD equations. Here, we focus on the condition on t
magnetic-field vector potential,“•A50. It imposes the so-
lution F52HB0(t0 /t)2/(a0t0) xJ0„a(t)r… in Eq. ~11!, and
through direct integration of Eq.~11! at fixedX gives

A~r,t !5B0~R0t0 /t !@J1„a~ t !r…ef1HJ0„a~ t !r…ex#.
~14!

IV. APPLICATION TO THE JUNE 2, 1998
MAGNETIC CLOUD

We now apply the above ideas to a flux rope observed
June 2, 1998 from 180 Earth radii upstream of the Earth.
data used where 1 min magnetic field averages for the M
instrument in the spacecraft Wind, and 15 s proton mom
distribution values evaluated every 92 s. Absolute magne
field uncertainty is a fraction of nanotesla~nT!. The relative
uncertainty of the used magnetic-field vector is well with
the thickness of the line of the plots used for their presen
tion. Absolute error in the plasma quantities are 1% for
solar wind velocity, and 5% and 15%, respectively, forN and
the temperatureT. Relative errors inV, N, andT, under the
solar wind conditions studied are estimated to be less t
0.1%, 0.2%, and 0.3%, respectively.~In the case ofN, we
checked that the proton profile particle numbers per cm3 pre-
sented here coincide with the same Wind SWE evalua
plasma number measured with the electron detector, a
method based on the thermal electron oscillation mo
called plasma line, and measured with the Wind WAVE
instrument.! Vector quantities are given in geocentric so
ecliptic ~GSE! coordinate system@29#. An electron tempera-
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ture estimate is obtained from Wind SWE high-resoluti
electron data~3 s averages every 12 s!, used for the calcula-
tion of the mean plasmab.

Field and plasma data are shown in Fig. 4. From top
bottom the panels show~a! magnitude of the magnetic field
~b! its orientation with respect to the plane of the eclip
~latitude!, and ~c! in the ecliptic plane~longitude!, ~d!–~f!
magnitude of the velocity of the solar wind and its orien
tion in latitude and longitude,~g! mass number~protons!,
and ~h! electron and proton temperature. In the interv
9:30–15:54 UT, panel~a! shows that the magnetic field i
stronger than normal, it executes a large rotation@panel~b!#
and the proton temperatureTp is low ~bottom panel!. These
characteristics indicate a magnetic cloud@8#. In addition, the
bottom panel in Fig. 4 shows that the flux rope is immers
in a heat bath provided by the electron gas. See the ove
smooth profile of the electron temperature (Te;105 K)
slowly decreasing in time and its ratio to the proton tempe
ture (Te /Tp;3). Therefore, it suggests that in this ca
“P'0. Is this consistent with any of the geometric cons
erations in Eq.~1!, and Sec. II? We investigate it through th
analysis of this example.~This Te /Tp ratio, and the mean
plasmab<1/4 are consistent with observations in other
terplanetary magnetic clouds at 1 AU.!

The~static! Lundquist model fit@16# is shown by the solid
lines in panels~a!–~c!. It can be seen that this generally fi
the magnetic data well, particularly near the center interv
The results of the fitting routine in the orientation of the flu
tube and its closest approach are:fA555° with respect to
the Sun-Earth direction~longitude!, uA525° in its inclina-
tion with respect to the ecliptic~latitude!, and a closest ap
proachd/Rs50.3. This Lundquist’s fit has a small asymm
try factor of 3.8%, and a quality better than usual. Clea
for a static solution constant plasma parameters are requ
and these are shown with solid lines in panels~d!–~g!. To-
ward the time boundaries, that correspond to the lead
edge and the trailing end of the flux-rope passage, the ob
vational field and plasma parameters show larger deviat
from the static model than the middle region. For this fl
rope, moving with a mean speed of 405 km s21, a static
radius ofRs54.63106 km is obtained. Notice that this cas
belongs to a group of magnetic clouds showing a rat
gentle interaction with its surroundings making it a go
example for comparison with the models discussed in
previous sections. Nevertheless, there are some signatur
interaction with the ambient medium. In this regard, we me
tion the upstream pressure pulse~PP! passage between 8:2
and 8:22 UT on June 2, 1998 characterized by enhancem
in the interplanetary magnetic field~IMF!, plasma density
numberN, and proton temperatureTp lasting until the en-
counter at 9:30 UT of the leading edge of the IMC~flux
rope!. At passage time, the PP is a perturbation propaga
locally at a speed less than the magnetosonic speed
likely driven by the flux rope as a result of its interactio
with a slightly slower solar wind stream ahead.

We next model the expansion of the magnetic cloud
suming that it originates at the Sun. We divide the distanc
AU ~from the Sun! with the local mean velocity of the cloud
~'405 km s21! to find the timet0 ~'100 h!, after subtraction
5-4
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FIG. 4. The time profiles of the IMF and SW plasma parameters at Wind~;1 min averages! from 6 to 18 UT on June 2, 1998. The pane
from top to bottom represent:~a! the magnitude of the IMF,B; ~b! the latitude angleuB of the IMF; ~c! the azimuth anglefB of the IMF;
~d! the SW speedV ~protons!; ~e! the latitude angleuV of the SW velocity;~f! the azimuth anglefV of the SW velocity;~g! the SW proton
number per cmNp; and~h! electrons (e2) and protons (p1) temperature. The static flux-rope solution@1# is given by the solid line in panels
~a!–~c!. Plasma conditions, consistent with a MHD structure constant in time, are indicated by the horizontal solid lines of panels~d!–~g!.
During the interval of observationsXGSE, YGSE, ZGSE5180, 45, 21 Earth radii, respectively, give the spacecraft location~Wind!. PP
indicates a pressure pulse. Other solid vertical lines indicate the start and end of the flux-rope time interval, see discussion.
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of half its time passageDt ~55.4 h!. (t0 is the time from
launch to the local observation of the passage of the lea
edge of the IMC.! At the trailing end of the magnetic clou
the time (t5t01Dt) is '105.4 h. To estimateDV andR0 ,
we use

DV5V~ t0!2V~ t01Dt !

52~R0 /t0!ein1~R0 /t0!eout12~X0 /t0!ex ,

i.e.,

DV52R/t0 with R5AR0
2~12ein•eout!/21X0

2, ~15!

where X0 @5R0 /tan(a)# is the corresponding distanc
along the axis of the flux rope (ex), where a
@5arccos(cosfA cosuA)] is the angle between the trajecto
vector ('2XGSE) and the flux rope’s axis. The directiona
vectorsein and eout are perpendicular to the cloud axis an
point to the leading and rear boundaries of the flux rope. T
angle betweenein andeout is defined by the spacecraft traje
03640
ng
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tory at a constant distanceY0520.3R0 from the cloud axis
~x in cloud coordinates!. Dt is given by the relationship

Dt5t0R0 /~ t0VCA!@213R0 /~ t0VCA!12R0 /~ t0VCA!2#

1O~ t0
23!. ~16!

Equations~15! and ~16! give our estimated valuesR053.6
3106 km, and VCA5DV521 km s21. These values com
pare well with the staticRs and reproduce the observed gr
dient in the solar wind speed. For the computation of
variablet, argument in the flux-rope model quantitiesVMC ,
BMC and scalarNMC , we use

DtCAin'R0 /VCAinF11
1

t0

R0

VCAin
1S 1

t0

R0

VCAin
D 2

1O~ t0
23!G

and
5-5
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FIG. 5. Presented is a more detailed view, for a shorter time interval, of the time profiles of plasma parameters displaying the
observations of Fig. 4~no Tp,e). It shows dynamic changes against observation~dots! and the static fit~thin solid lines!. Arrows in the top
panel mark the shift in the maximum value ofB from ;1332 UT for the static@1# to an earlier time~;1307 UT! for the MHD solutions.
Each panel displays the time profiles for the MHD solutions corresponding to the plasma expansion laws:~1! of Eq. ~1a! dashed lines; and
~2! of Eq. ~1b!, solid lines. From left to right, the solid to dashed, dashed to dashed, and dashed to solid vertical lines delimit, resp
the front, middle, and rear time intervals discussed in the text. Long dash-three dots segments in the middle time interval of the bot
give the MHD time profile for the evolution of asimpleaxial symmetricN.
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DtCAout'R0 /VCAinF112
1

t0

R0

VCAin
1S 1

t0

R0

VCAin
D 2

1O~ t0
23!G .

The quantitiesDtCAin andDtCAout are defined to be the tim
interval from entry to closest approach~CA! and CA to exit
of the flux rope, respectively. HenceDtCAin andDtCAout are
scaled to the start and end times of the observed time pas
of the cloud. Then by iterating the partition ofDtCAin and
DtCAout, we obtain the time evolution of the expanding flu
rope. Now for a comparison with observation we rotateVMC
andBMC from cloud ~cl! to GSE coordinate.

Figure 5 shows detailed displays of the expanding MH
solution, corresponding to the velocity expansion fields
Eqs. ~1a! and ~1b!, both in comparison to the field an
plasma observations. The changes with respect to the s
solution of the flux rope@16# are also presented. The analy
cal MHD evolution models show marked improvement:~1!
The location of the maximum in the magnitude of the ma
netic field; it shifts from 13:32 to 13:07 UT~see arrows in
top panel!; ~2! Gradient inV and its angular components a
partly reproduced@panels~d!–~f!#. „Overall the velocity ap-
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pears to be better represented by the force-free evolutio
Eq. ~1b!, whereas some subintervals appear to be well r
resented by the non-force-free MHD evolution of Eq.~1a! or
the static solution. There is little effect on the magnetic-fie
angles@panels~b! and ~c!#, despite a 1.6% asymmetry re
spect to the axis between entry and exit points.… The ob-
served density appears to be structured instead of isotrop
assumed in the model derivations. For this density profi
we can assume a cylindrically symmetric shape making i
in the set of functions consistent with theBMC , and VMC

MHD evolutions derived in Sec. III. Here, we focus on th
structures ofNMC observed between vertical dashed lines
Fig. 5, bottom panel, where for each of theNMC structures
dot-dashed segments highlight an evolution consistent w
the rate of expansion of the velocityVMC derived above.

As we show next using momentum@Eq. ~8!#, a better
representation of observations with the force-free solution
expected. Equations~1a! and ~1b! make the left side of Eq.
~8! zero.“P50, in the right side of Eq.~8!, is very well
supported with the observation of an overall, slightly, stea
decrease ofTe with time, and the ratioTe /Tp'3 ~Fig. 4!.
5-6
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GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS OF THE EVOLUTION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 036405 ~2003!
Therefore,J3B50, gives the right solution. The deviation
near the flux-rope boundaries between models and obse
tional parameters remain. This effect is particularly notic
able inB, fB , uV , andN in the front side region, and infB ,
V, uV , andN in the rear side region. These are due, in o
view, to interaction with the ambient medium, not model
here~e.g., the front side distortions on the left, between so
and dash line, related to the PP ahead of the IMC, show
Fig. 4!. The IMC rear distortions on the right side, betwe
dash and solid lines, appear to have a shorter duration
sistent with an apparently gentler interaction with the am
ent solar wind than in the flux rope’s front side.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In Sec. II, we presented the time evolution of a circul
straight-cylindrical flux rope containing plasma which obe
the MHD equations for two different free-expansionAnsätze
@Eqs.~1a! and~1b!#. The conservation of magnetic flux alon
suffices to show that intrinsically different evolutions res
for these cases, which are intimately related to the geom
of the chosen expansion law. It is straightforward to che
using Eqs.~4! and ~12!, and ~5! and ~14! that magnetic he-
licity, given by *A•B dV, is also conserved. This is not th
case for the magnetic energy (}*B•B dV), and here we
conjecture that the freed magnetic-field energy—in the b
of the tube—will be transferred to the plasma and eventu
manifest itself in the form of heating and electromagne
radiation. Heating effects on the plasma polytropic ind
would make it deviate from the ratio of the gas specific he
at constant volume and pressure~see, e.g., Ref.@30#!. The
analysis of the evolution of the thermodynamics of t
plasma with time is beyond the scope of the paper and
be treated elsewhere. No conditions were imposed conc
ing plasmab, except for the requirement that“P'0 in the
whole volume of the rope. This apparently restrictive con
tion is easier to satisfy in lowb plasmas, at least approx
mately, when the plasma kinetic energy is much smaller t
magnetic-field energy~i.e., cold plasma approximation, fo
b!1).

Case studies support the MHD evolution of a flux ro
maintaining its length@Eq. ~1a!# over large distances@20,21#.
Section IV shows observations at one location of a flux-ro
passage withB, V, andN evolutions in time consistent with
C
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expansion at constant angle@Eq. ~1b!# with respect to a
launch at or near the Sun’s surface, corresponding to sk
in the bottom part of Fig. 1. This is a case of finiteb ~<0.25!
and an overall featureless, slight, smooth decrease of the
of the system with time, which is mostly contained in th
electrons temperature. Although there are;2 min pressure
fluctuations or pressure balance microstructures loc
present, and it appears that heating is enabled~see, e.g., Sec
6.7, in Ref.@8#!. The study of this interesting thermodynam
medium is beyond the scope of the paper. Its understan
would require correlative analysis of high-resolution so
wind plasma parameters from multiple points of observat
in space.

The here discussed force-free solution to evolution giv
by Eq. ~1b!, and other theoretical analyses appear consis
with the existence of more general force-free magnetic str
tures, e.g., magnetic tubes with nonzero curvature capab
growth in space as a function of time.~See, e.g., the study o
magnetostatic force-free flux ropes with curvature, havin
toroidal geometry@31#.! Consequently we propose that som
of the structures observed in~solar physics, space physic
and astro physics! physics could be close to the constanta
force-free state. These results may also be of interest in
trophysics and controlled plasma fusion. Chandrasekhar
Woltjer @13# have emphasized stability of interstellar forc
free magnetic structures with implications for the role
such structures, over extended time scales, in processes
as the scattering of cosmic rays. However, as it may be
case for a certain type of magnetostars, instabilities due
specific boundary conditions would strongly affect the l
span of force free structures@32#. Instabilities in magneti-
cally confined hot plasma, allowing for transients with t
spatiotemporal evolution of force-free flux ropes, may rep
sent a hurdle to be avoided in the search forthe high tem-
perature plasma conditions needed for the unhindered st
fusion process under human control.

Note added. After the writing of this paper it came to ou
attention that Shimazu and Vandas@33# also, with a different
focus, present the force-free solution discussed in this w
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